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Phase I Trial of Intraperitoneal Administration of an Oncolytic Measles Virus Strain Engineered to Express Carcinoembryonic Antigen for Recurrent Ovarian Cancer


Abstract

Edmonston vaccine strains of measles virus (MV) have shown significant antitumor activity in preclinical models of ovarian cancer. We engineered MV to express the marker peptide carcinoembryonic antigen (MV-CEA virus) to also permit real-time monitoring of viral gene expression in tumors in the clinical setting. Patients with Taxol and platinum-refractory recurrent ovarian cancer and normal CEA levels were eligible for this phase I trial. Twenty-one patients were treated with MV-CEA i.p. every 4 weeks for up to 6 cycles at seven different dose levels (10^3–10^9 TCID50). We observed no dose-limiting toxicity, treatment-induced immuno-suppression, development of anti-CEA antibodies, increase in anti-MV antibody titers, or virus shedding in urine or saliva. Dose-dependent CEA elevation in peritoneal fluid and serum was observed. Immunohistochemical analysis of patient tumor specimens revealed overexpression of measles receptor CD46 in 13 of 15 patients. Best objective response was dose-dependent disease stabilization in 14 of 21 patients with a median duration of 92.5 days (range, 54–277 days). Five patients had significant decreases in CA-125 levels. Median survival of patients on study was 12.15 months (range, 1.3–38.4 months), comparing favorably to an expected median survival of 6 months in this patient population. Our findings indicate that i.p. administration of MV-CEA is well tolerated and results in dose-dependent biological activity in a cohort of heavily pretreated recurrent ovarian cancer patients.

Introduction

Ovarian cancer is the second most common malignancy of the female genital tract in the United States, and it accounts for approximately 16,000 deaths a year in the United States (1). Despite debulking surgery and chemotherapy, more than 65% of the patients will relapse (2, 3). At relapse, no curative treatment options are available. Although agents such as topotecan, liposomal doxorubicin, gemcitabine, or paclitaxel can lead to responses in a minority of patients (6–20% of patients with platinum-refractory disease; refs. 4–8), these responses are usually short-lived and at the expense of significant toxicity. There is a pressing need for more effective treatments to improve the outcome of these patients.

Recurrent ovarian cancer remains confined in the peritoneal cavity in more than 80% of the patients, providing an opportunity for locoregional administration of novel therapeutics, including gene and viral therapy approaches (9). Despite promising preclinical work with a variety of virotherapy agents in ovarian cancer models (10), this therapeutic modality remains largely untested in the clinic, with only one clinical virotherapy trial having been reported (11).

Measles virus (MV) is a negative-strand, RNA virus belonging to the family of Paramyxoviridae (12). Our interest in its oncolytic properties was founded on reports of spontaneous regression of malignancy in children following infection with wild-type MV (13–17). Tumor cells infected by MV express viral fusogenic proteins, causing fusion with uninfected neighboring cells, formation of multinuclear cell aggregates (syncytia), and apoptotic death. Although wild-type MV is associated with a potentially serious infectious disease, attenuated strains (vaccine strains) of the virus have an excellent safety record (18). Of equal importance, MV vaccine strains predominantly enter cells via the CD46 receptor (19–21). The latter is overexpressed in tumor cells, including ovarian cancer cells, providing a target for intraperitoneal administration.
cancer (22, 23), protecting them from complement mediated lysis (24, 25).

To address one of the challenges in clinical virotherapy trials, that is, the ability to monitor viral gene expression in vivo, we engineered the MV Edmonton vaccine strain by introducing a gene coding for the soluble extracellular domain of human carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) upstream of the nucleoprotein gene in the MV genome. Production of the marker CEA as the virus replicates allows quantitative monitoring of viral gene expression (ref. 26; Fig. 1). MV-CEA has shown considerable preclinical therapeutic efficacy against primary and established ovarian cancer lines in vitro and against murine subcutaneous and intraperitoneal ovarian cancer xenograft models in vivo (26–28). In contrast, no significant cytopathic effect was observed against nontransformed cells such as ovarian surface epithelium, mesothelial cells, and normal dermal fibroblasts (26).

The goal of this phase I trial was (a) to determine the safety and tolerability of i.p. administration of MV-CEA in patients with recurrent ovarian cancer; (b) to determine the maximum tolerated dose of MV-CEA; (c) to characterize viral gene expression at each dose level as manifested by CEA levels; (d) to assess viremia, viral replication, and MV shedding and persistence; (e) to determine humoral immune response to the injected virus; and (f) to assess in a preliminary fashion the antitumor efficacy of this approach by following CA-125 levels, radiographic response, time to progression, and survival.

Patients and Methods

Patient selection. Eligible patients had persistent, recurrent, or progressive ovarian cancer or primary peritoneal cancer after prior treatment with platinum and Taxol compounds. Histologic confirmation of the original or recurrent tumor was required. Patients had to be older than 18 y with adequate hematologic, liver, and kidney function, as defined by absolute neutrophil count (ANC) ≥1,500/mL; platelets ≥100,000/mL; hemoglobin ≥9 gm/dl; total bilirubin ≤upper limit of normal; aspartate aminotransferase ≤2× upper limit of normal; and creatinine ≤1.5× upper limit of normal. Patients had to be immune to MV as shown by anti-measles IgG levels ≥20 ELISA units/mL, determined by enzyme immunoassay (Diamedix). They also had to have normal serum CEA levels (≤3 ng/mL), both at the time of study entry and in any prior testing. Exclusion criteria included platinum sensitive disease; Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status of 3 or 4; chemotherapy, immunotherapy, or biological therapy ≤4 wk before study entry; or extensive abdominal surgery including enterotomy ≤3 wk before study entry. Patients were also excluded if they had an HIV-positive test or history of other immunodeficiency, organ transplantation, history of chronic hepatitis B or C, intra-abdominal disease >8 cm at the time of registration, intrahepatic disease, or disease beyond the peritoneal cavity.

Treatment. Construction of the MV-CEA virus has been previously described (26). Clinical lots of the virus were produced by the Mayo Clinic Vector Core. All patients underwent either laparoscopy or laparotomy, depending on the presence of ascites and the sites and size of recurrent tumor masses, for placement of the intraperitoneal catheter (Bard Access Systems). Peritoneal adhesions were lysed if technically possible. If ascites was present, it was drained through the peritoneal catheter before the viral administration. Patients received infusion of the assigned dose of the MV-CEA diluted in 500 mL of normal saline over 30 min. Doses ranged from 10⁴ to 10⁵ TCID₅₀ (seven dose levels, dose escalation by 1-log increments). The highest viral dose level administered in the trial was determined based on manufacturing limitations. Patients were observed in the Mayo Clinic Clinical Research Unit for 24 h following the first viral administration. If well tolerated, all subsequent doses were administered on an outpatient basis. Treatment was repeated monthly for up to 6 cycles, provided that toxicity was acceptable and there was no evidence of disease progression.

Statistical design. The standard cohorts-of-three design (29, 30) was applied. Three patients were treated per dose
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level and observed for 4 wk before accrual to the next higher dose level being initiated. Intra-patient dose escalation was not allowed. Toxicity was assessed using Common Terminology Criteria Version 3.0. Dose limiting toxicity was defined as grade ≥3 hematologic toxicity except for grade 3 ANC lasting >72 h, elevation of serum creatinine ≥2× the baseline, any other nonhematologic toxicity grade ≥3, viremia lasting for ≥6 wk from last viral administration, grade 2 symptomatic bronchospasm or urticaria, and any grade 3 or higher allergic reactions.

**Laboratory evaluation.** Before treatment, patients had a history and physical exam done, as well as a complete blood count (CBC), prothrombin time (PT) and activated partial thromboplastin time (aPTT), chemistry group, urinalysis, chest X-ray, HIV testing, CA-125 and CEA measurements, and electrocardiogram. CBC, chemistry group, PT, and aPTT were repeated on day 8, day 15, and before re-treatment (cycles 2-6). CEA levels were determined at multiple time points (Supplementary Fig. S1). In addition, peritoneal aspirates (or peritoneal lavage samples if no ascites) were obtained at baseline, day 3, day 8, and before all subsequent cycles. The peritoneal aspirate was tested for the presence of the virus by Vero cell overlay and quantitative reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR), CEA levels, and anti-MV IgG antibodies. Patients’ blood, urine, and mouth gargle specimens were tested for the presence of the virus (viremia and shedding) at multiple time points (Supplementary Fig. S1). Patient’s immune competence [CD4, CD8 counts, immunoglobulins, complement, delayed-type hypersensitivity (DTH) reaction to *Candida*, purified protein derivative, tetanus, and trichophyton], development of anti-CEA antibodies, and humoral immunity against the virus were also tested at multiple time points as outlined in Supplementary Fig. S1.

**Assessment of antitumor response.** Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors criteria (31) were applied for response assessment. Computed tomography or magnetic resonance imaging and CA-125 measurements were done at baseline and before re-treatment (cycles 2-6).

**Detection and quantitation of MV nucleoprotein mRNA by quantitative RT-PCR in peripheral blood mononuclear cells, mouth gargle, and urine specimens.** Total RNA was extracted using either Trizol reagent (Invitrogen) and ethanol precipitation (urine and mouth gargle specimens) or the PAXgene Blood RNA kit (Qiagen). Blood for isolation of peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) was collected using the PAXgene Blood RNA kit (Qiagen). Blood samples were tested for the presence of the virus (viremia and shedding) at multiple time points (Supplementary Fig. S1). Patient’s immune competence [CD4, CD8 counts, immunoglobulins, complement, delayed-type hypersensitivity (DTH) reaction to *Candida*, purified protein derivative, tetanus, and trichophyton], development of anti-CEA antibodies, and humoral immunity against the virus were also tested at multiple time points as outlined in Supplementary Fig. S1.

**Results**

**Patient characteristics.** Twenty-one recurrent ovarian cancer patients were treated in this phase I trial. Table 1 summarizes patient characteristics. All participating patients were platinum refractory and had been heavily pretreated, having received a median of three chemotherapy regimens for recurrent disease.

**Toxicity.** Dose escalation proceeded from $10^3$ to $10^7$ TCID$_{50}$ as per study design, without dose limiting toxicity being observed. Figure 2 summarizes cycle 1 toxicity for all study patients. All observed toxicities were grade 1 and 2, with most common cycle 1 toxicities including fever (grade 1: 6 patients, 28.5%), fatigue (grade 1: 4 patients, 19%; grade 2: 2 patients, 9.5%), and abdominal pain (grade 1: 5 patients, 23.8%; grade 2: 1 patient, 4.7%). Table 2 summarizes the most common nonhematologic toxicities for all patients and treatment cycles. The only grade 3 toxicity observed in the study was grade 3 arthralgia observed in cycle 4 in one patient; symptoms
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started a few hours following treatment administration and increased in intensity over the next 24 hours, but responded well to nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. Arthralgias recurred with subsequent treatments in this patient, despite a decrease in viral dose, although improved in severity (grade 2).

**Assessment of immune response.** Figure 3A depicts mean serum anti-measles antibody levels at baseline and on study completion according to dose levels. Antibody titers remained stable both in blood and in peritoneal fluid as compared with baseline, indicating a lack of significant boost to the humoral immune response. Furthermore, no development of anti-CEA antibodies was observed.

Immunosuppression has been observed following wild-type MV infection and can be associated with DTH suppression, bacterial infections, and reactivation of tuberculosis (34). It is, however, infrequent and transient following measles vaccination (35). In our study, no evidence of treatment-induced immunosuppression was observed. Specifically, there were no treatment-related infections and no significant change in CD4, CD8, immunoglobulin, or complement levels (Supplementary Figs. S2–S6). In addition, in no patient did the treatment result in suppression of an initially positive DTH reaction.

**Viral dissemination.** There was no evidence of shedding as tested by quantitative RT-PCR in mouth gargle and urine specimen for any of the study patients. Viral genomes were detected at low levels in the PBMCs of four patients (Supplementary Table S1). All patients were asymptomatic at the time of viral genome detection.

**Expression of the MV-CEA receptor CD46 in tumor specimens.** Immunohistochemical analysis of the tumor samples from the patients showed high expression of the MV-CEA receptor CD46 in 13 of 15 patients for whom tissue was available (Fig. 3B). The strong diffuse expression of MV receptor CD46 in ovarian tumors underscores the potential of CD46-targeted therapeutics such as MV derivatives in the treatment of ovarian cancer. There was no association, as determined by immunohistochemistry, between CD46 levels and disease stabilization ($P = 0.5692$, Fisher’s Exact test) or CA-125 response to treatment ($P = 0.4573$, Fisher’s exact test). The small number of patients in this trial ($n = 21$), the even fewer patients in whom tissue samples for CD46 analysis were available ($n = 15$), the fact that the majority of these patients (13 of 15) were CD46 positive, and that many...
CD46 positive patients were treated with lower—less effective—viral doses preclude definitive conclusions, however.

**CEA detection.** Increased CEA in the peritoneal fluid was observed in three patients: one patient at the $10^8$ TCID$_{50}$ dose level and two patients at the $10^9$ TCID$_{50}$ dose level. Modest increases of CEA levels in the serum (12–16 ng/mL) were observed in all three patients treated at the $10^9$ TCID$_{50}$ dose level. Figure 3C illustrates serum CEA kinetics in relation to treatment administration in a patient at the $10^9$ TCID$_{50}$ dose level, who received six viral doses.

**Efficacy.** Best objective response was stable disease in 14 of 21 evaluable patients, with median duration of 92.5 days (range, 54–277 days). Outcome was dose dependent, with 9 of 9 patients with stable disease in dose levels 5 to 7, versus 5 of 12 patients in dose levels 1 to 4. Median overall survival of the study patients was 12.15 months (range, 1.3–38.4 months; Supplementary Table S2), which compares favorably with the expected median survival of 6 months in this patient population (36).

Five patients (including two of three patients at the $10^8$ TCID$_{50}$ dose level) had >30% decrease in the levels of the tumor marker CA-125 (32%, 34%, 44%, 72%, and 78%, respectively; Fig. 4). There was no significant association between baseline anti-measles antibody titers and likelihood of CA-125 response or disease stability on study ($P = 0.148$ and $P = 0.189$, respectively, Wilcoxon rank sum test).

**Discussion**

This trial represents the first in-human testing of an oncolytic engineered MV strain as an anticancer agent. We chose recurrent ovarian cancer as our first target because of high levels of expression of the MV CD46 receptor, the possibility of delivering the viral therapy in a “confined” compartment,

![Figure 3. A, mean serum anti-MV antibody titers at baseline and prior to the patients going off-study, presented per dose level. No significant difference was observed between pre- and post-treatment values. B, strong expression of MV receptor CD46 in the tumors of two study patients (a and b). C, serum CEA kinetics in a patient treated at the $10^9$ TCID$_{50}$ dose level. CEA elevation was observed even following repeat dosing although at gradually decreasing levels.](image-url)
and the high mortality of this disease with immediate need for development of novel therapeutics. We showed excellent safety of this oncolytic virus following i.p. administration. No DLT was observed in doses up to $10^9$ TCID$_{50}$ and no immunosuppression. Most common toxicities were mild (grades 1, 2) abdominal pain and fatigue and grade 1 fever at the absence of neutropenia. Two additional trials of engineered MV strain, a trial of intratumoral administration of MV-CEA in patients with recurrent glioblastoma multiforme and a trial of i.v. administration of the measles derivative MV-NIS in patients with multiple myeloma, have since been activated. No DLT has been observed in doses up to $10^7$ TCID$_{50}$ in the GBM trial and $10^9$ TCID$_{50}$ in the myeloma study, further highlighting the safety of MV as an oncolytic platform.

Our study represents the second reported clinical trial of a replicating oncolytic virus in recurrent ovarian cancer patients. In an earlier study, Vasey and colleagues (11) administered i.p. the conditionally replicating adenovirus ONYX-015. Although safe, there was no evidence of antitumor activity (11). The low or variable expression of the adenoviral receptor CAR in primary ovarian cancer cells can possibly explain this lack of efficacy (37, 38). In contrast, in our trial, despite the accrual of heavily pretreated patients (median number of three prior chemotherapy regimens for recurrent disease) and the fact that a very low starting dose was mandated by the regulatory authorities (the first dose level was 10-fold lower than the dose of infectious viruses used for measles vaccination), the observed, dose-dependent disease stabilization with median duration of 92 days (range, 54–277 days), tumor marker CA-125 responses in 5 patients, and the doubling of median survival in this phase I trial, as compared with the expected survival in this study population (36), points toward the promising potential of oncolytic measles therapy in recurrent ovarian cancer patients. Furthermore, these data in conjunction with the observed overexpression of the MV-CEA receptor CD46 in the majority of the study patients underscore the potential importance of CD46 targeting in ovarian cancer therapeutics.

Patients in our trial were required to be measles immune to increase safety in this first human testing of the virus. Of note, however, there was no significant change in the titers of anti-MV antibody following treatment initiation, despite repeat dosing, this likely being the result of high serum antibody levels at baseline in study patients. Furthermore, in CA-125 responders, continuous CA-125 decrease following repeat dosing was observed (Fig. 4) and points toward the value of repeat viral administration even in the setting of pre-existing immunity. One of the trial end points was detection of marker CEA as a correlate of viral gene expression. As expected, detection of CEA was dose dependent. CEA was detected in the peritoneal fluid of patients treated with a viral dose of $10^8$ TCID$_{50}$ or higher and in the serum of patients treated at the highest viral dose of $10^9$ TCID$_{50}$. Of note, eligible patients were required to have normal CEA levels so that CEA elevation observed in this study could only represent a reflection of viral replication. In general, elevation of CEA in the serum of study patients was modest (12–18 ng/mL) and recurred, although at lower levels following repeat viral administration. Given the lack of detection of anti-CEA antibodies in the study patients, this observation could be indicative of decreased viral spread associated with repeat administration.

Another factor negatively affecting the likelihood of significant CEA elevation in the serum of patients treated with MV-CEA i.p. is the dilution that occurs when CEA produced in the peritoneal cavity equilibrates into the bloodstream or extracellular fluid. In this context, a different marker gene that remains localized following expression in infected cells could represent a better correlate of viral gene expression. We are currently conducting a phase I trial of i.p. administration of MV-NIS (39), an MV derivative encoding the sodium-iodine symporter gene (NIS, an iodine transporter), in recurrent ovarian cancer
patients. NIS allows the use of iodine or technetium isotopes for imaging, using computed tomography/single-photon emission computed tomography or positron emission tomography scan, and the use of radioactive iodine isotopes for therapy.

In addition to the ongoing phase I trial of i.p. administration of MV-NIS virus, which sets the stage for the use of a measles virus-encoded therapeutic transgene, i.e., the NIS gene, we are developing technologies that can lead to further improvement of MV delivery and viral spread in ovarian tumors, including retargeting (40), use of infected cell carriers (41), and combination with cyclophosphamide, an immunomodulatory agent able to suppress innate immune response. The ongoing phase I MV-NIS study and the additional preclinical work currently ongoing will allow us to determine the most promising follow-up clinical step.

In summary, in this first human trial of an oncolytic MV strain in the treatment of recurrent ovarian cancer, we have shown both safety and early, promising biological activity. This oncolytic virus platform warrants further investigation in the treatment of recurrent ovarian cancer.
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